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Abstract
The last decade has seen many advances in high-speed networking technologies.
At the Layer 1 fiber-optic level, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
has seen fast growth in long-haul backbone/metro sectors. At the Layer 1.5 level,
revamped next-generation SONET/SDH (NGS) has gained strong traction in the
metro space, as a highly flexible “sub-rate” aggregation and grooming solution.
Meanwhile, ubiquitous Ethernet (Layer 2) and IP (Layer 3) technologies have also
seen the introduction of new quality of service (QoS) paradigms via the differentiated services (Diff-Serv) and integrated services (Intserv) frameworks. In recent
years, various control provisioning standards have also been developed to provision
these new networks, e.g., via efforts within the IETF, ITU-T, and OIF organizations.

As these networks technologies gain traction, there is an increasing need to internetwork multiple domains operating at different technology layers, e.g., IP, Ethernet,
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SONET, DWDM. However, most existing studies have only looked at single domain
networks or multiple domains operating at the same technology layer. As a result,
there is now a growing level of interest in developing expanded control solutions for
multi-domain/multi-layer networks, i.e., IP-SONET-DWDM.

Now given the increase in the number of inter-connected domains, it is difficult
for a single entity to maintain complete “global” information across all domains.
Hence, related solutions must pursue a distributed approach to handling multidomain/multi-layer problem. Namely, key provisions are needed in the area of interdomain routing, path computation, and signaling. The work in this thesis addresses
these very challenges. Namely, a hierarchical routing framework is first developed
to incorporate the multiple link types/granularities encountered in different network
domains. Commensurate topology abstraction algorithms and update strategies are
then introduced to help condense domain level state and propagate global views.
Finally, distributed path computation and signaling setup schemes are developed
to leverage the condensed global state information and make intelligent connection
routing decisions. The work leverages heavily from graph theory concepts and also
addresses the inherent distributed grooming dimension of multi-layer networks.

The performance of the proposed framework and algorithms is studied using discrete event simulation techniques. Specifically, a range of multi-domain/ multi-layer
network topologies are designed and tested. Findings show that the propagation of
inter-domain tunneled link state has a huge impact on connection blocking performance, lowering inter-domain connection blocking rates by a notable amount. More
importantly, these gains are achieved without any notable increase in inter-domain
routing loads. Furthermore, the results also show that topology abstraction is most
beneficial at lower network load settings, and when used in conjunction with loadbalancing routing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction

The last decade has seen many advances in high-speed networking technologies. At
the Layer 1 fiber-optic level, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technology has seen fast growth in the long-haul backbone/metro sectors [1]. DWDM
technology multiplexes multiple optical carrier signals on a single optical fiber by
using different wavelengths, i.e. colors, of light. Typically, signals are multiplexed
within the unused 1550-nm band so as to leverage the low attenuation windows which
fall between approximately 1525 nm - 1565 nm (C band), or 1570 nm - 1610 nm (L
band) [2]. Current DWDM standards can support over 100-channel spacings, yielding unprecedented terabits per second fiber rates. Moreover, the advancement in
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DWDM sub-system component technologies has also led to the evolution of “lightpath” circuit-switching paradigms, namely a wavelength can be routed in optical
domain from source to destination without the need for any intermediate electronic
processing.

Concurrently, many higher layer protocol technologies have also seen notable advances. For example, revamped next-generation SONET/SDH (NGS) (Layer 1.5)
[1] has gained strong traction in the metro space as a highly flexible “sub-rate” aggregation solution. Specifically, this technology provides new features for virtual
concatenation, allowing for highly-efficient transport of “non-TDM” data services.
Meanwhile, ubiquitous Ethernet (Layer 2) and IP (Layer 3) layers have seen the
introduction of new quality of service (QoS) provisions via the differentiated services
(Diff-Serv) and integrated services (Intserv) frameworks. In line with these dataplane advances, related control plane standards have also emerged, most notably
multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) for Layer 2 and Layer 3 support. Generalizations have even adapted this solution for “non-packet-switching” layers, termed as
generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [3].

2
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1.2

Background

As the above technologies undergo widespread deployment, a complex layering of
operational networks has emerged, e.g., horizontal domains comprising multiple vertical technology layers. These segmentations are based upon various factors, such
as technology, scalability, geographic, economic, administrative, etc. Now from a
research perspective, a multitude of studies have looked at connection provisioning
issues. For example, QoS routing in IP/MPLS networks is a widely studied topic as
is the lightpath routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem in DWDM networks. Various studies have also looked at path computation across multiple network
domains. Furthermore, many researchers have also studied multi-layer grooming in
mixed IP-DWDM and SONET-DWDM networks.

However, given the increasingly diverse nature of networking technologies, the
distributed multi-domain/multi-layer provisioning problem has not been addressed.
In particular, as the scale and reach of services expands, there is a pressing need
for “end-to-end” provisioning across heterogeneous domains, i.e., horizontal-vertical
control. This need is reflected by real-world settings where different carriers and
organization run separate domains at different circuit/flow granularities, i.e., gigabit wavelengths, “sub-rate” SONET/SDH tributaries, MPLS label switched paths
(LSP), etc. By and larger, such inter-layer provisioning today is still done via man-
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ual provisioning of domain-specific control planes, giving high inefficiency and long
lead times, i.e., hours to days [5].

1.3

Motivation

In order to exploit the full capacity of DWDM networks, it is crucial to provide
distributed protocol frameworks to interface with higher-layer “grooming” networks,
i.e., IP/MPLS, Ethernet, SONET [4]. Now multi-domain internetworking has long
been supported in legacy IP and ATM networks. The most notable example is the
distance-vector border gateway protocol (BGP). Moreover new standard efforts are
also introducing multi-domain capabilities in optical transport networks, e.g., Optical
Internetworking Forum (OIF) network-to-network interface (NNI) definition. Nevertheless the broader topic of designing provisioning algorithms across heterogeneous
network layers has not been addressed in detail. Indeed there is a growing need to
provision services over such distributed multi-domain/multi-layer networks.

Overall the multi-domain/multi-layer connection provisioning issue is a very challenging problem owing to the inherent grooming dimension and the lack of global
accurate network state information. Currently, related provisioning algorithms are
mostly lacking, particularly those operating in distributed (intra, inter-carrier) settings. This thesis addresses this crucial area and proposes novel distributed grooming
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solutions which will be applicable to IP-DWDM, Ethernet-DWDM, and SONETDWDM networks. The proposed framework is further analyzed and tested using the
OP NET ModelerT M simulation tool.

1.4

Problem Statement

This thesis will focus on connection provisioning in distributed multi-domain,
multi-layer networks, i.e., distributed grooming problem. Specifically, it will look
at key open issues in inter-layer routing, topology abstraction, and distributed path
computation/signaling.

1.5

Research Approach

This thesis will study traffic grooming in distributed multi-domain/multi-layer
IP/SONET/DWDM networks. More specifically, it will comprise of the following
key steps:

• Conduct comprehensive research survey on related work on grooming and
multi-domain provisioning.
• Develop new topology abstractions for multiple domain types. Specifically
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simple node and full mesh abstraction schemes will be considered and modified
k-shortest paths techniques will be leveraged.
• Develop inter-layer routing update (i.e., triggering) strategies to disseminate
abstracted state.
• Develop reliable path computation schemes for multi-domain/multi-layer networks. The schemes will use shortest path and/or load balancing techniques
and loose routing mechanisms to achieve distributed grooming capability.
• Study the performance of the various abstractions and path computation
schemes with respect to path blocking rate and routing load for various multidomain/multi-layer network topologies.

1.6

Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature survey on multidomain/multi-layer networks. Chapter 3 details the proposed topology abstraction,
inter-layer routing, and distributed path computation/grooming algorithms. Chapter 4 then discusses the simulation tool used to evaluate the developed framework
performance and the performance metrics used in the simulation study. The simulated network topologies and scenarios are then detailed in Chapter 5. Finally,
Chapter 6 presents conclusions and direction for future work.

6

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

Multi-Domain Optical Networking Standards

Various optical standards have been developed within the IETF, ITU-T, and OIF.
These efforts are now surveyed, with a particular focus on their multi-domain capabilities:

2.1.1

ITU-T: International Telecommunication Union

The ITU-T has been maturing its multi-domain capable automatically switched transport network (ASTN) framework for several years (G.8080, formerly G.ason) [3],
which defines a hierarchical setup consisting of routing areas (RA). At the lowest
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level, an RA represents a domain comprising of physical nodes and links. At the
higher level, an RA represents multiple “abstract” nodes and links. ASTN further
defines component groups to setup, maintain, and release client connections, e.g.,
an RA can have one/more routing controller (RC) entities. ASTN also outlines
associated component functions for tasks such as auto-discovery, auto-provisioning,
restoration, etc. Note however, that network topology is not made visible to the
client layer. Thus, connections are treated as sub-network point pool (SNPP) links,
making ASTN quite flexible as each lower-layer control plane can be tailored to the
particular type of equipment.

2.1.2

OIF: Optical Internetworking Forum

The OIF has largely focused on defining optical interfacing protocols, including a
user-network interface (UNI) and a network-network interface (NNI) [5]. For example, UNI defines bandwidth signaling for client devices to request/release optical connections from carrier SONET/SDH or DWDM domains. Once again, resource/topology state is not propagated to clients across the UNI as no trust relationship is assumed here. Meanwhile the NNI implements inter-domain functionality
for reachability/resource exchange and setup signaling and features two variants, interior NNI (I-NNI) and exterior-NNI (E-NNI). The former interfaces nodes within
the same administrative area, with nodes assumed to be homogeneous, whereas the
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latter interfaces adjacent (possibly multi-carrier) areas. Recently the OIF has also
detailed routing and signaling functionalities for E-NNI. Specifically, a hierarchical
routing setup is defined (ASTN G.8080) based upon the open shortest path first traffic engineering (OSPF-TE) routing protocol [6]. However the inter-carrier case
has not been fully addressed yet. Overall, UNI and NNI can automate circuit setups
across multiple “optical” layers, DWDM and TDM.

2.1.3

IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force

Internet Protocol (IP) data networks feature a mature multi-domain setup comprising of a hierarchy of autonomous systems (AS) and areas (domains). Within
areas, routers run interior gateway protocols (IGP) such as OSPF or intermediatesystem to intermediate-system (IS-IS) to maintain link state databases (LSDB) [3].
Meanwhile, the inter-AS level uses exterior gateway protocols (EGP), such as the
distance vector border gateway protocol (BGP), for reachability exchange. Since the
BGP is known to highly compress the exchanged information, a more capable route
summary is needed for TE circuit routing. Moreover, with growing quality of service (QoS) needs, OSPF has defined traffic engineering (TE) extensions (OSPF-TE,
RFC 2676) for new opaque link state attributes (LSA), allowing for the propagation
of “QoS-related” state to support advanced constraint-based routing (CBR). Note
that QoS destination extensions have also been proposed for BGP.
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Another extension by the IETF for optical provisioning is the generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS) framework, which extends upon multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS). Specifically, routing this includes new OSPF-TE opaque LSA definitions for DWDM and SONET/SDH links, allowing TE databases (TEDB) to store
wavelengths/usages, timeslots/usages, shared risk link groups (SRLG), etc. Meanwhile for signaling, resource reservation protocol - traffic engineering (RSVP-TE)
with its loose route (LR) feature has been extended to support hard-state circuit
setup/takedown and recovery. In addition RSVP-TE also enables LSP setup across
domain boundaries-contiguous, stitched, and nested [7]. Finally, a new link management protocol (LMP) is also defined for resource discovery and fault localization,
particularly for optical links.

Another recent IETF multi-domain standard is the path computation element
(PCE) framework [8], which decouples TE path computation from signaling. In
this setup a domain can have one/more logical (standalone or co-located) PCE entities which communicate with path computation clients (PCC) to resolve connection paths. All PCC-PCE communication is done via a new PCE protocol (PCEP)
[8]. Although a PCE has access to local domain resource/policy databases, its interdomain visibility may vary [7], from local visibility (low-trust, inter-carrier) to partial
visibility (high-trust, intra-carrier). Accordingly, two distributed path computation
schemes are envisioned, per-domain and PCE-based [7]. All in all, the PCE frame-
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work allows policy control at domain boundaries; a crucial requirement in multicarrier settings, on par with TE objectives. Specifically, an ingress PCE can enforce
policies to determine which requests it will support along with applicable TE constraints/algorithms.

2.2

Research Survey

Despite the above detailed progress in standards, the overall area of multi-domain/
multi-granularity optical networking has not seen significant research focus. Although some results can be reported, most wireline multi-domain efforts have largely
focused on homogeneous packet-switching networks. Thus, in order to get a better
view of the key challenges in multi-domain/multi-granularity network provisioning,
a literature survey of related areas is presented below. Specifically, the existing work
is classified into three broad areas: multi-domain IP networks, multi-domain DWDM
networks and multi-domain IP-DWDM networks.

2.2.1

Multi-Domain IP Networks

Topology aggregation is an important technique that can reduce QoS routing protocol overhead and enhance scalability. In [9], the impact of topology aggregation
on QoS routing performance in multi-domain IP networks is evaluated. Moreover,
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the interactions between topology aggregation and other factors such as routing overhead frequency reduction, different path computation algorithms and various network
configurations is also considered for two aggregation schemes: the hybrid aggregation and the weighted aggregation with protocol overhead similar to conventional
star aggregation. The results show lower bandwidth rejection rates for the hybrid
aggregation compared to the weighted aggregation, and are similar to full-mesh aggregation performance. Further simulations of different size networks also reveal
the heavy impact of the previously mentioned factors on the topology aggregation
(full-mesh, star, hybrid and weighted aggregations) in QoS routing performance.

[13] introduces a source-oriented topology aggregation (TA) approach for efficient
QoS-based routing in scalable networks. The goal of this approach is to eliminate the
redundancy in the advertised state information by taking into consideration the relevance of this information for path selection. Three TA schemes (unified quasi-stars,
source-oriented simple-node, and source-oriented star) are developed, which provide
different trade-offs between compaction and accuracy. Moreover, two new approaches
for computing the weights of the logical links, taking into consideration more than one
QoS parameter at a time, are implemented, (closest-single-path approach (CSPA) and
modified-multiple-path-parameters-best-case approach (Modified-MPPBCA)), which
make a compromise between the conventional single-path-parameters approach
(SPPA) and multiple-path-parameters-best-case approach (MPPBCA) approaches.
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Extensive simulations for sparse and dense topologies under static and dynamic scenarios are performed. Simulations results show that under static scenarios, ModifiedMPPBCA achieves almost the same success rate as the conventional MPPBCA but
with lower crankback rate. CSPA performs as good as MPPBCA without causing
any crankback. Moreover, the source-oriented versions of the simple-node and star
schemes perform better than their conventional counterparts. On the other hand,
simulations results under the dynamic scenario show that for all schemes the success
rate decreases and the crankback rate increases with the length of the update interval
and that the performance trends are similar to those observed in the static scenario.
Moreover, increasing the update interval has more negative impacts on accurate TA
schemes (i.e., full-mesh) than on lossy schemes (i.e., simple node). This is due to
the fact that an accurate state advertisement gradually loses its value as the update
interval increases.

Meanwhile in [10], a novel QoS representation for topology aggregation in delaybandwidth sensitive networks is presented. Using the line segments to represent the
QoS parameters of logical links, this paper follows the private network-to-network
interface (PNNI) star topology aggregation with bypasses model to aggregate a domain topology. Here, a node is fully aware of its domain topology but only has
partial information about the other domains. Algorithms are defined to compute
the line segment of a link based upon the QoS constraints and to route inter and
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intra-domain QoS traffic in the suggested model. Metrics such as delay deviation,
success ratio and crankback ratio are examined and comparisons done versus other
aggregation and routing schemes, e.g., best point algorithm, worst point algorithm,
and the modified Korkmaz-Krunz algorithm. Overall simulation results show that
the proposed algorithms are suitable for other additive/bottleneck metric pairs and
yield high success ratios with small crankback rate. However, associated compute
complexities are very high here. To resolve this bottleneck, lower-end routers are
allowed to forward their inter-domain routing requests to default designated routers
with high computational capabilities.

More recently, [7] also presents a review of the latest interdomain path computation and setup framework for MPLS networks. Those schemes are primarily divided into two category: the PCE-based and the per-domain based path computation schemes. A per-domain path computation scheme is proposed, conforming to
practical constraints of routing domains whereby the service providers do not leak
routing information outside their domains for confidentiality and scalability reasons.
By adding simple extensions to crankback signaling attributes while maintaining
RSVP-TE scalability, the computation while switching scheme (CWS) extends the
standard per-domain path computation scheme by continuing the quest for a better
path instead of terminating the search at the first available path. Overall, this yields
a “near-optimal” interdomain path without assuming the availability of complete
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topology information. Moreover, the CWS scheme inherently guarantees that the
computed interdomain paths will traverse a minimum number of routing domains
by using a simple procedure to select a path among a set of candidate paths while
ensuring that the domain information remains confidential. A comparison of the
CWS scheme versus the standard per-domain path computation scheme is also presented to show the improvement in terms of the total number of LSPs successfully
placed (about 30%) and the number of traversed domains. Moreover, in terms of
path setup latency, the CWS scheme remains comparable to other per-domain path
computation schemes. However, the CWS scheme introduces extra signaling overhead as it significantly increases the number of propagated messages when finding
a path. However, using an optional procedure used within the CWS scheme allows
for lowering this overhead. Note that comparisons with the PCE-based computation
schemes is not performed because of the sizable architectural differences.

Meanwhile, [11] studies diverse work on protection path setup in multi-domain networks. Here, the authors develop an aggregated representation that captures both
the path diversity and the link-state characteristics of a path traversing a domain. A
distributed routing algorithm is also defined to leverage the aggregated representation (flooded across domains using a PCE-based architecture) and find two disjoint
(primary and backup) QoS paths across multiple domains. This general case of path
provisioning is extended to path provisioning under the constraint of export policies
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where line graphs are used to capture the customer-provider and peer relationships
between routing domains. However, although mathematical proofs are presented for
the suggested algorithms, no simulations are detailed.

2.2.2

Multi-Domain DWDM Networks

In [12], a multi-segment optical network framework is proposed as a tool to solve
the end-to-end provisioning over interconnected optical networks. This framework
consisted of three key components: (1) individual segments with segment specific
properties, (2) segment interconnections through gateways, and (3) traffic locality.
Based upon this framework, a 5-step heuristic method is applied to solve the endto-end provisioning problem. This heuristic method transforms the network into
a multi-granularity graph and assigns link weights using one of three heuristics,
i.e., finest granularity first, minimize number of multiplexer/demultiplexer nodes, or
minimize hop counts. Path selection is then applied using one of three schemes:
end-to-end (E2E) routing, concatenated shortest path routing (CSR) or hierarchical
routing routing (HIR). Simulation results for a backbone connecting regional networks show the ability of the solution to handle various network conditions under
different control plane architectures.
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Meanwhile [14] extends the work in [12] to optical path provisioning in multidomain networks ,i.e., end-to-end Ethernet switched path. Here different domains
are modeled as networking segments, each with different wavelength capacity and
connected to other segments by a set of gateways. Using wavelength-routed call
blocking probability as a metric, the benefits of each of these algorithms are analyzed with respect to the locality of traffic, i.e., global vs. local. Moreover, different
gateway adaptation capabilities are also considered, i.e., such as wavelength merging,
conversion, or waveband interchange. Simulation results for multi-segment network
with four regional all-optical networks interconnected over an all-optical WDM backbone show that the E2E scheme is beneficial for low blocking probability if the global
traffic is dominating. In all other cases, CSR and HIR are shown to be more beneficial
due to their lower computational complexity and information storage requirements.
Moreover, these schemes can even approach the blocking probability of the E2E
scheme by increasing the number of gateways and by their appropriate locations and
adaptation capabilities.

2.2.3

Multi-Domain IP-DWDM Networks

Building on the current round of carrier Ethernet standards, [15] demonstrates
how to support and implement full traffic engineering in a global-scale two-tiered
native Ethernet-over-WDM optical networking architecture. To implement this vi-
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sion, three key innovative components have been presented. First, a novel converged
Layer 2/1 networking model is presented, in which all networking functionalities and
intelligence is passed on down to the optical layer. This network is controlled by
using unified GMPLS-based control plane, to manage both the optical and the Ethernet switches (with grooming capabilities). However only the OXC nodes (and not
Ethernet switches) keep records of the network topology and resource usage information for both layers (physical and logical), making it generic and transparent to
the higher layer protocols. Next, a fully distributed integrated routing and signaling
framework for dynamically provisioning Ethernet switched path connections (ESP)
at any bandwidth granularity including both full wavelength and finer granularity
(sub-lambda) rates. The framework uses a customized version of the RSVP-TE signaling with backward reservation to accommodate for the complexity introduced by
the grooming capabilities of the network. Finally, a novel notion of an integrated
link-state advertisements (LSA) strategy based on the lightpath availability is discussed. Using this approach, the full view of the network status is generated by
extracting the physical links used by the logical links (lightpath) from the initial
network resource status, assuming the physical resources in the network as not as
frequently added/removed as the logical resources. Simulations results for 16-node
NSFNET show that connection blocking and contention probabilities for different
LSA updating schemes yield better results at the expense of increased number in
exchanged control messages.
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Meanwhile [16] studies hierarchical routing for GMPLS-based ASON networks.
Specifically, this problem is subdivided into three sub-problems: network aggregation, update policy and route selection. Next a proposed algorithm called lightpath
aggregation scheme (LAS), based upon link delay and the number of available bandwidth as QoS parameters, is used for network aggregation. A new update policy is
also suggested along with a new hierarchical routing algorithm called ALG3 H/k,
which addresses the routing inaccuracy problem introduced by the network aggregation. In comparing LAS to Node Aggregation Scheme (NAS), simulations results
show reduced increment of the blocking probability (an improvement of about 2.32%)
while substantially reducing the signaling overhead, thus improving ASON scalability. Moreover, heavily loaded network simulations showed an average extra improvement of 1% when ALG3 H/k and LAS are applied jointly over NAS − F F and
NAS − ALG3 H/k.

An early study on multi-domain DWDM networks is presented in [17]. Namely, the
authors address the problem of inter-domain routing in the next-generation optical
transport networks from an algorithmic perspective. It suggests a multi-domain/
multi-layer network model and a routing and path selection algorithm based on
the next-hop routing technique. This makes the proposed inter-domain dynamic
routing scheme flexible and scalable like the scheme used in the Internet. Comparing
experimental results of different cost metrics and network models show that the
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scheme can effectively set up end-to-end connections across multiple domains.

Finally, [18] presents a comprehensive framework for inter-domain lightpath provisioning in all-optical and opto-electronic DWDM networks. A hierarchical routing
setup is presented along with two topology abstraction schemes, simple node and
full-mesh. Moreover, detailed inter-domain routing/triggering policies and RWA and
signaling procedures are also defined. Although the suggested framework incurs high
inter-domain routing load when full-mesh abstraction is used, it clearly reduces the
inter-domain lightpath blocking probability.

2.3

Open Challenges

Although the above studies represent a compelling body of work, they are not
readily applicable to multi-domain multi-layer networks. Specifically, they do not
address the inherent vertical grooming dimension. This thesis will address this open
topic area.
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Multi-Domain/Multi-Layer
Routing and Provisioning

Distributed multi-domain/multi-layer network provisioning is a very challenging
problem owing to the grooming aspect across multiple layers. Herein, a comprehensive framework is developed to address this problem in two-layer IP/Ethernet and
optical networks. Note that full opto-electronic wavelength conversion is assumed at
the optical DWDM layer, thereby precluding the need for wavelength-selected RWA
provisioning. Overall, this is a fairly realistic assumption as most operational DWDM
networks employ significant amounts of regenerators and many studies have shown
very close blocking performance between partial and full wavelength conversion at
both the single [19] and multiple domain levels [20]. However, DWDM lightpath
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RWA considerations can still be treated in future studies.

The proposed scheme addresses several key steps in multi-domain/multi-layer provisioning. Foremost, a multi-domain/multi-layer topology abstraction model is defined to condense domain-level state at multiple layers/granularities. Note that this
favors link-state routing implementations which are anyways most suitable for handling the added dimensionality of connection routing. Subsequently, inter-domain
routing and triggering policies are derived to disseminate link state information for
various link types, i.e., physical, abstract and tunneled links. Finally, distributed
multi-domain/multi-layer path computation (grooming) and signaling schemes are
developed to setup connections. These schemes are fully compatible with the existing GMPLS protocol frameworks, including RSVP-TE and PCE. Details on these
steps are now presented.

3.1

Notation Overview

Before presenting details on each of the above steps, it is first necessary to develop
the required notation. Here all set and vector entities are denoted in bold and it is
assumed (without loss of generality) that link connectivity is bi-directional, i.e., there
are two opposite direction links between a pair of connected nodes. Now consider
a multi-layer network comprising D domains, with the ith domain having ni nodes
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and bi border/gateway nodes, 1 ≤ i ≤ D. This network is modeled as a collection
of domain sub-graphs, Gi (Vi , Li ), 1 ≤ i ≤ D, where Vi = {v1i , ..., vni i } is the set of
i
} is the set of physical intra-domain links in
physical domain nodes and Li = {ljk
i
domain i (1 ≤ i ≤ D, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ ni ), i.e., ljk
is the link between nodes vji and vki . A
i
given link, ljk
, has capacity cijk . Furthermore, Bi represents the set of border nodes

within domain i and without loss of generality, it is assumed that these nodes are
numbered as the first group of nodes in the domain, i.e., Bi = {v1i , ..., vbii }.

Meanwhile for multi-domain/multi-layer routing, a higher-level topology is also
defined to condense the domains and their associated inter-domain links. Namely,
this topology is given by a graph H(U,E), where U =

P

i

{Bi } is the set of border

nodes across all domains (1 ≤ i ≤ D) and E is the set of links. Now in this higher
level topology, three different link types are identified, i.e., physical (Ep ), abstract
(Ea ) and tunneled (Et ), i.e., E = Ep ∪ Ea ∪ Et . Physical links interconnect two
ij
border nodes in different domains and are denoted as Ep = {eij
kmn } where link ekmn
j
is the nth link interconnecting vki in domain i with vm
in domain j. Additionally,

cij
kmn is the spare/available capacity on this physical link. Meanwhile, the abstract
links are generated by the full mesh abstraction (Section 3.2.2) only and represent
the summarized traversal cost of a domain, i.e., denoted by Ea = {eiijk } where link eiijk
is the abstract link between border nodes vji and vki in domain i. Similarly ciijk is the
computed available capacity on abstract link eiijk . Finally, tunneled links represent
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underlying physical DWDM lightpath connections between higher layer IP/MPLS
ij
th
border nodes, i.e. Et = {eij
tunneled connection link
kmn } where ekmn is the n
j
in domain j (and cij
between border routers vki in domain i with vm
kmn denotes the

spare capacity on this tunneled link). These links are setup during the signaling
stage and can be shared by multiple higher layer connections (i.e., IP/Ethernet), as
detailed in Section 3.4.2.

3.2

Topology Abstraction

Topology abstraction summarizes domain-level state. In particular the proposed
hierarchical scheme designates a specific border node in each domain as a routing
area leader (RAL) [3]. This entity computes an abstracted topology for the domain
by transforming the physical topology into an abstract reduced graph. Specifically,
two abstraction schemes are presented, i.e., simple node and full-mesh (Figure 3.1),
as evolved from earlier proposals for data/cell switching networks [21]. Note that
alternative star abstractions can also be considered but these are left for future study.
The abstract state information is then flooded to border nodes across all domains in
order to maintain a synchronized global virtual view of the whole network (Section
3.3). This abstract information is then used to compute/groom end-to-end interdomain IP/Ethernet path connections (Section 3.4).
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Figure 3.1: Physical/Abstract/Tunneled Links

3.2.1

Simple Node (SN) Abstraction

This is the simplest of all the abstraction schemes and condenses a domain into a
single virtual node emanating all physical inter-domain links. For example, the three
border nodes in domain 2 in Figure 3.1 are simply collapsed into a single virtual
node with 3 inter-domain links. This scheme provides no visibility into domaininternal state and has low inter-domain routing overheads. Mathematically, the
above transformation can be represented as H(U,E) → Hsn (Usn , Esn ) where Usn =
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{v i } is the condensed set of virtual nodes representing each domain i and Esn is
the set of physical inter-domain links and tunneled links only, i.e., no abstract links,
Esn = Ep ∪ Et . Namely, border node set Bi is mapped to a single virtual node
vertex, v i , e.g., see Figure 3.1.

3.2.2

Full-Mesh (FM) Abstraction

The full-mesh scheme is designed to perform intra-domain state summarization.
Namely, the ith domain Gi (Vi , Li ) is transformed to a sub-graph containing the border nodes interconnected via a fully meshed set of virtual links, i.e., Eimesh = {eiijk }.
Here, available capacities are computed for all of these virtual links, ciijk , to summarize the average capacity needed to traverse through the domain between the border
nodes. For example, subgraph G2 (V2 , L2 ) in Figure 3.1 is transformed by connecting
22
22
22
22
22
the border nodes with virtual links e22
12 , e21 , e13 , e31 , e23 , e32 . Hence this abstrac-

tion can be represented by the following transformation H(U,E) → Hmesh (U, Emesh ),
where Emesh =

S

i

Eimesh ∪ Ep ∪ Et , i.e., Ea =

S

i

Eimesh .

Now the exact algorithm for computing the full-mesh abstraction/graph transformation is shown in Figure 3.2 and is run at the RAL node. The scheme basically loops
through each border node pair (indices j, k) and computes the available capacity for
the corresponding virtual link in the abstraction. Namely, the scheme first runs the
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K-shortest path algorithm to generate a set of paths between each border node pair,
denoted as {pijkm} where pijkm is the mth path vector (node-sequence) between border nodes vji and vki in domain i, 1 ≤ m ≤ K. These paths are then searched for the
maximum bottleneck link capacity on all the route links, i.e., capacity on abstract
link eiijk is ciijk = maxm {botteleneck capacity(pijkm )}.

Overall full-mesh abstraction provides more accurate intra-domain usage state,
albeit at the cost of significant computational complexities at the RAL nodes and
higher inter-domain routing loads. Namely, inter-domain nodes must maintain ad2

ditional state for O(ni(ni − 1)) = O((ni) ) virtual links for domain i, in addition to
the physical inter-domain and tunneled links.

3.3

Multi-Layer Routing and State Dissemination

Routing protocols use triggering update policies to help disseminate link-state. In
general research has shown that relative change-based strategies are the most effective, hence in terms of generating timely updates and controlling messaging overheads [6]. Hence similar strategies are adopted for the hierarchical routing framework
herein. First of all, at the intra-domain routing level (first-level), LSA update messages are generated using a significance change factor (SCF) approach [6]. Namely a
link-state update is only sent if the relative change in free capacity on the link exceeds
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% Given domain-level sub-graph Gi (Vi , Li ), compute domain full-mesh abstraction
% Loop over all domain nodes
for j = 1 to bi
{
% Loop over all domain nodes
for k = 1 to bi
{
% Do not compute abstract link from node to itself
if (j 6= k)
{
Compute K shortest paths from vji to vki in Gi (Vi , Li ), i.e., {pijkm },
where 1 ≤ m ≤ K
Initialize bottleneck capacity tracking variable X
% Search paths
for k = 1 to K
{
Find bottleneck link on k-shortest path
if (bottleneck capacity > X)
{
Abstract link capacity cii
jk = X
Update maximum bottleneck capacity and set it to X
}
}
}
}
}
i
Output abstract link capacities, cii
jk , 1 ≤ j, k ≤ b , j 6= k

Figure 3.2: Full mesh abstraction computation algorithm

a pre-specified SCF value and the duration since the last update exceeds a hold-down
timer (HT) [6]. The associated message indicates the free/reserved capacity on the
respective link. However update triggering policies at the inter-domain OSPF-TE
level (i.e., second level) require some more specific considerations to handle the three
different link types involved, e.g., physical, abstract and tunneled. These policies
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help distribute and maintain the higher-level topologies introduced in Section 3.1.

First consider physical and tunneled links, which connect border nodes in different
domains. Since these entities are associated with underlying physical resources, (i.e.,
actual links or lightpath connections), their associated updates can simply be generated using the same SCF-based approach detailed above for intra-domain physical
links. Namely if the number of free capacity on a physical inter-domain link changes
by more than SCF, an update is flooded by the originating border node to all other
border nodes in its domain and directly-connected border nodes in other domains.

However abstract links do not correspond to direct physical entities, as they are
generated by full mesh topology computation. Hence updates for these link types
can only be sent by their generating RAL nodes as they pertain to “non-existent”
computed entities. By and large, two types of abstract link triggering policies can
be considered hence, periodic and relative-change based [3, 17]. The former scheme
computes full-mesh abstractions at fixed timer intervals, i.e., inter-domain hold-off
timer (IHT) and sends out abstracted link updates for all abstract links. Here a
shorter IHT value will clearly yield more accurate information, albeit at the expense
of excessive inter-domain messaging and computation overheads (low scalability).
Conversely the latter scheme extends periodic updates by only sending abstract link
updates if there are sufficient changes in domain state, i.e., combining the timer
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and SCF-based strategies. This “two-step” method is generally more responsive and
scalable and is adopted here. Specifically, RAL nodes periodically compute domain
abstractions at the expiry of the IHT but abstract link updates are only sent for the
subset who have experienced significant relative change.

3.4

Distributed Multi-Domain/Multi-Layer Path
Computation and Signaling

Distributed inter-domain/inter-layer path provisioning requires both path computation and signaling setup. This is a very challenging problem given the limitations of
partial global state and the inherent grooming aspect of multiple domain link granularities. To resolve these concerns, a hierarchical distributed computation framework
is developed using “skeleton” inter-domain route computation and intra-domain expansion. Specifically each border node uses its “global” higher-level topology (Section
3.1) to first compute a LR [3] sequence of domains to the destination. This “skeleton” route is then used to drive distributed RSVP-TE signaling and explicit route
(ER) expansion procedures, as shown in Figure 3.3. Note that LR signaling and
ER expansion are standardized techniques that are widely used in MPLS/GMPLS
networks [3, 8, 18]. Now consider the details for both the LR and ER stages.
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Figure 3.3: Loose route computation and path reservation

3.4.1

Skeleton Path Computation/Grooming

Generic overview of inter-domain path setup from an interior source node is shown
in Figure 3.3. This node first sends a query to its nearest (or a designated) border
node to compute a LR of capacity x to the destination node, i.e., as it does not have a
“global” view. This node may/may not be the same as the RAL node (Section 3.2).
The queried border node returns a LR sequence specifying the end-to-end border
node sequence to the destination domain. In particular this sequence contains the
egress border node at the source domain, all ingress/egress border nodes at interme-
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diate domains, and the final ingress border node at the destination domain, Figure
3.3. In the special case where the source is itself is a border node, LR computation
can optionally be done locally.

Now the actual LR computation is done using the global higher-level topology/
graph, i.e., Hsn or Hmesh (Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2). The detailed pseudocode for this
computation scheme is presented in Figure 3.4. First, the higher level topology, Hsn
or Hmesh , is modified by pruning any links without sufficient capacity (i.e., abstract
links with ciijk < x or tunneled links with cij
kmn < x). The next step focuses on the
selection of the border node pair, i.e., source domain egress node and destination
domain ingress node. Now the source domain’s computing node does not know the
exact topology of the destination domain, here it is generally difficult to choose the
“closest” border node from which to ingress. Although each source/destination border node combination can be searched, results in flat multi-domain DWDM networks
show minimal blocking probability reduction versus random selection [18]. Hence the
source domain egress and destination domain ingress nodes are selected in a random
manner. The available path routes between these pair nodes are then searched in
order to achieve a desired resource provisioning objective. Specifically, the links in
H’ are assigned appropriated weights and then the actual LR path computation is
done using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. Note this follows a “unified” path
computation/grooming approach as opposed to a two layer approach [22]. Specif-
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ically, three link weightings are considered here in order to pursue different traffic
engineering objectives:
• Minimum Hop: In this basic approach, all links in H’ are assigned unity cost
to determine shortest inter-domain hop count path.
• Minimum Cost: In this modified scheme, DWDM links are assigned higher
(albeit fixed) costs of α (α ≥ 1) whereas IP/Ethernet links (physical, abstract,
tunneled) are kept at unity cost. The goal here is to first drive increased usage
on existing IP/Ethernet “higher-layer” links before using DWDM wavelengths
which are generally more costly to activate.
• Minimum Distance: This approach follows a load balancing objective by
assigning each link a cost inversely proportional to its residual capacity (see
Figure 3.4). The goal here is to prevent capacity exhaust on critical bottleneck path links and thereby better distribute connection loads across domains.
However, resultant path lengths may be larger here, leading to higher resource
consumption.

3.4.2

Path Signaling

Finally, the computed LR sequence is then inserted into a RSVP-TE PATH signaling message and sent downstream to resolve the explicit end-to-end path (intra,
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% Compute LR of capacity x from source domain s to destination domain d.
Make a copy of higher level topology graph H’ = Hsn or H’ = Hmesh by pruning
ij
all links with insufficient capacity, i.e., cii
jk < x (abstract links) or ckmn < x(i 6= j)
(physical, tunneled links)
% Randomly select source domain border node
i=rand(1,bs )
% Randomly select destination domain border node
j=rand(1,bd )
% Compute LR sequence
if (minimum hop)
{ Set cost of all links in H’ to unity }
if (weighted link cost)
{
Set cost of all DWDM links in H’ to α (α > 1)
Set cost of all IP/Ethernet links in H’ to unity
}
if (load balancing)
{
ij
=
Set cost of all physical and tunneled links in H’ to wkmn
ii =
Set cost of all abstract links in H’ to wjk

1
cii
+ε
jk

1
cij
+ε
kmn

where ε ≈ 0

where ε ≈ 0

}
Run Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm on H’ to compute shortest path Psd∗
ijk
Return final LR sequence, i.e., Psd∗
ijk

Figure 3.4: ER path computation

inter-domain nodes, see Figure 3.3). Here intermediate ingress border nodes perform
ER expansion on the incoming LR sequence in order to resolve the exact sequence
of nodes and links to the intermediate egress border nodes in their domain. Note
that the destination domain’s ingress border node must also perform ER expansion
to the destination node. Consider the details of ER expansion.
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First, the computed LR sequence is inserted (by the expanding border node) into
the ER field, denoted by a vector R, of a downstream RSVP-TE PATH signaling
message, i.e., initially R = Psd
ijk (as computed in Figure 3.4). Now consider an
intermediate domain i, whose ingress border node receives a PATH message with a
explicit route field R specifying an egress border node in the domain. This ingress
node must first expand the ER sequence by appropriately filling in the explicit intradomain node sequence. This performs a local route computation, (using first level
OSPF-TE topology), done using a widest-shortest path (WSP) approach [18] on the
intra-domain virtual topology. Although alternate strategies such as shortest-widest
path (SWP) (load balancing) can be considered, these are left for future study as
the focus here is on inter-domain path computation. Specifically the K-shortest
(intra-domain) paths between the given ingress/egress border nodes, i.e., pijkm as
per Section 3.2.2, are computed and then searched to find the minimum hop path
having at least the requested bandwidth. If LR expansion is successful, the aboveexpanded intra-domain segment is appropriately inserted into the ER field (R vector)
of the RSVP-TE PATH message. Finally the receiving destination node returns an
upstream RSVP-TE RESV message towards the source. Hence, all nodes receiving
this RESV message must check and reserve the required bandwidth on each link
and terminate setup if the required bandwidth is unavailable, see [3] for complete
RSVP-TE message processing rules.
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As mentioned earlier (Section 3.1), tunneled links are also generated at the signaling phase. These links pertain to underlying DWDM lightpath segments or a
computed route and play a vital role in inter-layer grooming. Basically, the goal
is to allow multiple (smaller) higher layer IP/Ethernet flows to use any underlying
DWDM lightpath segments that may have already been setup by earlier connection
requests. Now, consider the setup of tunneled links. Namely, for a new path setup,
any DWDM route segment is extracted as a direct tunneled link between the two
respective IP/Ethernet ingress/egress nodes. Namely, when the RESV message is
propagating back to the source, all IP/Ethernet border nodes must check to see if
their downstream node is a DWDM border node. If so, these border nodes must
extract the lightpath segment from the RESV message to the downstream egress
IP/Ethernet node. This segment is used to create a “direct” inter-domain tunneled
link which is then advertised (by the extracting border node) at the inter-domain
level. For example, in Figure 3.1, domain 1 is the IP/Ethernet domain. Hence, when
setting up the path shown, border node v11 in domain 1 (IP border node) must extract/generate a tunneled link entry at the inter-domain routing level going to border
node v23 (domain 3). Similarly, tunneled links are also taken down during takedown
signaling. Specifically when the capacity usage on a tunneled link drops to zero, the
associated border node issues an RSVP PATH takedown request.
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Simulation and Performance Tool

4.1

Introduction

Network designers are constantly being challenged by the growing complexity of
new networking technologies and the increasing scale of associated topologies deployed in the field. In order for researchers to innovate new solutions for these scenarios, robust network simulation software is needed to easily and intuitively model
the intricate end-to-end behavior of protocols. These solutions must also be able to
efficiently analyze the performance of these protocols and technologies in network
infrastructure models of realistic scale [23].
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Discrete event simulation (DES) is a methodology that can be used to emulate
the behavior of real networks in response to various inputs, i.e., termed as events.
This is a widely-used technique that leverages an event queue to buffer events, each
of which is directed to a specific node and ordered by a timestamps. Today many
different simulation tools have been developed for DES, e.g, OP NET ModelerT M ,
NS2, OMNET , etc. However, in this study the OP NET ModelerT M tool is chosen
to test the suggested framework as it provides the most complete set of features to
simulate real world networks. More importantly, this tool also comes with a full
C/C++ backend, allowing for detailed, specialized model development. As such, it
has gained much traction and is widely used by professionals and various government
departments to simulate and evaluate various networks performances. Some of the
key features of OP NET ModelerT M includes:

• Robust, generic discrete event simulation engine
• Hundreds of protocol and vendor device models with source code
• Object-oriented modeling features and capabilities
• Hierarchical modeling environment
• Discrete event, hybrid, and optional analytical simulation
• 32-bit and 64-bit fully parallel simulation kernel
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• Grid computing support for distributed simulation
• Optional system-in-the-loop to interface simulations with live systems
• Open interface for integrating external object files, libraries, and other simulators
• Integrated, Graphical User Interface (GUI) based debugging and analysis

4.2

Network Topologies

Now in order to properly investigate multi-domain/multi-layer routing and path
provisioning schemes, various realistic test topologies are needed first. However,
since there are really no “standard” multi-domain/multi-layer test topologies, it is
necessary to design various types to cover a wide range of possible real world scenarios. Herein, two different and unique network topologies are created and tested
shown below in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.

First, a simple seven-domain topology

is devised, consisting of one DWDM domain hosting six Ethernet “client” domains
(4.1). The goal here is to study the impact of connection tunneling in basic (smaller)
network settings. Next, a larger nineteen-domain topology is considered, consisting
of five DWDM domains hosting fourteen Ethernet “client” domains (Figure 4.2).
This larger topology is taken to represent extended national (e.g, inter-carrier) and
trans-national backbone settings. The key difference between the two topologies is
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Figure 4.1: 7-domain network topology (33 intra-domain nodes and 16 inter-domain
border nodes)

the inter-domain connectivity, defined as the average number of inter-domain links
connecting a domain. Namely, the seven-domain topology consists of seven domains
and and twelve inter-domain bi-directional physical links, resulting in domain degree
of 3.43. On the other hand, the nineteen-domain topology consists of nineteen domains and fifty nine bi-directional physical links, resulting in a higher domain degree
of 6.21.
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Figure 4.2: 19-domain network topology (50 intra-domain nodes and 80 inter-domain
border nodes)

4.3

Performance Metrics

Various evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
multi-domain/multi-layer provisioning and algorithms, including bandwidth-blocking
rate (BBR), network load, and routing load. The BBR is defined as the ratio between
the failed requested bandwidth of global inter-domain connection attempts, Bf ail , to
the total requested bandwidth of global inter-domain connection attempts, Battempt .
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The failed requested bandwidth of global inter-domain connection attempts, Bf ail ,
is the summation of each failed requested path bandwidth:
Bf ail =

Pm

i=1 bi ,

where bi is the bandwidth of the ith failed requested path, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and m is
the total number of failed inter-domain connection attempts. Meanwhile, the total
requested bandwidth of global inter-domain connection attempts, Battempt , is the
summation of each requested path bandwidth:
Battempt =

PM

j=1 bj ,

where bj is the bandwidth of the j th requested path, 1 ≤ j ≤ M, and M is the total
number of inter-domain connection attempts. Hence
BBr =

Bf ail
,
Battempt

where the above is defined as the global inter-domain bandwidth-blocking rate.
Meanwhile, the Erlang-loading metric is used to measure the network carried load
and is defined as:
Load (Erlangs) =

N ∗Thold
,
IAT

where N is the total number of nodes in the network generating inter-domain requests
of an inter-domain connection and Thold is the average connection hold time, and
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IAT is the average connection inter-arrival time. Finally, a routing load metric is
also defined to measure the inter-domain routing overhead comprising of LSA entities
flooded throughout the network to all inter-domain nodes.

Routing Load =

TLSA
,
T otal Simulation T ime

where TLSA is the total number of inter-domain LSA entities.
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Performance Evaluation Study

This chapter presents performance evaluation results for the proposed multi-domain/multi-layer provided framework and algorithms. All testing is done using the
OP NET ModelerT M discrete event simulation tool using the topologies developed
in Chapter 4. Specifically, detailed node and process models are coded in C/C++ to
implement all of the proposed inter-domain routing, signaling, and path computation
algorithms (Chapter 3).

For all of the test cases, inter-domain connections are generated between randomlyselected Ethernet domains and within a given Ethernet domain, nodes are also chosen
randomly using a uniform distribution. All connection holding times are fixed at 600
seconds mean (exponential) and associated inter-arrival times are chosen in a random
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manner contingent to desired loading (exponentially distributed as well). Meanwhile
intra/inter domain routing timers (HT, IHT) are set to 10 second durations and
the routing update load SCF value is set to 10%. Finally, all simulation runs are
averaged over 25,000 connections. Results for seven and nineteen-domain topologies
are now presented. Consider the details.

5.1

Seven-Domain Network Topology

First the seven-domain network is simulated and the results presented in Figures
5.1 - 5.6. Namely, Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 present inter-domain blocking probability
results for the three path computation strategies; minimum hop, minimum distance
and minimum cost (Section 3.4.1, Figure 3.4), for varying number of tunneled links.
The goal here is to evaluate the benefits of increased inter-domain grooming levels.
Along these lines, the findings show that higher tunneled link counts are extremely
effective in lowering overall blocking probability performance, e.g., the average BBR
decrease ranges around 16% averaged across all load-levels (except for the minimum
cost scheme, Figure 5.3). Similar runs are also repeated for the full mesh abstraction
scheme in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. Again, the findings here show a notable decline
in inter-domain blocking probability, e.g., 16 tunneled links giving almost 11% lower
blocking than 4 tunneled links (Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6).
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Now it is very important to also gauge the relative performances of the different
topology abstraction schemes for the seven-domain topology. To properly investigate
this, Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are generated by extracting specific information from the
earlier plots in Figures 5.1 - 5.5. Specifically, Figure 5.7 compares the blocking probability for simple node and full mesh abstractions for varying tunneled link counts
and minimum hop path computation. Similarly, Figure 5.8 repeats the above for
the minimum distance path computation scheme. These figures reveal some very
interesting insights. Foremost, it is clear from Figure 5.7 that the more advanced
full mesh topology abstraction scheme gives no discernible blocking probability reduction when coupled with the minimum hop path computation. This is expected
as minimum hop routing ignores bandwidth resource usage information and always
chooses the shortest path, i.e., full mesh abstract link information is rarely used unless it is below the requested capacity. Conversely, the results with the minimum
distance scheme, Figure 5.8, show some very slight gains with full mesh abstraction
at lower loads, e.g., at 70 Erlang load and 16 tunneled links, full mesh abstraction
gives 3% lower blocking probability than simple node.

Further the performance of minimum hop and minimum distance path computation is also compared in Figure 5.9. Here the plots show that the minimum hop
outperforms minimum distance, averaging about 10% lower blocking probability.
This is likely not a general result as in this particular seven-domain topology there
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is only one “underlying” DWDM grooming domain. Finally, the head-to-head performance of minimum hop, minimum distance and minimum cost path computation
is compared in Figure 5.10 for simple node abstraction. Results show that the BBR
for minimum cost scheme is inbetween the BBR of the two other schemes.

Figure 5.1: 7-domain BBR for simple node abstraction with minimum hop

In addition to blocking probability performance, control plane routing load overheads are also measured for the seven-domain topology. First, Figures 5.11 and 5.12
plot the inter-domain LSA loads for the minimum hop count scheme and varying
numbers of tunneled links (simple node and full mesh abstraction, respectively).
These findings indicate that the routing load is inversely proportional to the number
of tunneled links when minimum hop computation is performed, a new and interesting result. For example, simple node topology abstraction with 16 tunneled links
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Figure 5.2: 7-domain BBR for simple node abstraction with minimum distance

Figure 5.3: 7-domain BBR for simple node abstraction with minimum cost (α = 2)

gives the lowest LSA load in both cases (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). This observation
can be explained by the fact that increased connection grooming generally yields
smaller variations in tunneled link capacities, thereby generating fewer updates. It
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Figure 5.4: 7-domain BBR for full mesh abstraction with minimum hop

Figure 5.5: 7-domain BBR for full mesh abstraction with minimum distance

is also seen that full mesh abstraction gives significantly higher routing loads than
simple node abstraction, ranging anywhere from 50%-100%(as expected).
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Figure 5.6: 7-domain BBR for full mesh abstraction with minimum cost (α = 2)

Figure 5.7: 7-domain BBR: simple node vs. full mesh abstraction with minimum
hop

Meanwhile, the routing load performance with minimum distance (i.e., load balancing) path computation is notably different, as shown in Figure 5.13 and 5.14.
Here, all tunneled link count values yield roughly the same level of inter-domain
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Figure 5.8: 7-domain BBR: simple node vs. full mesh abstraction with minimum
distance

Figure 5.9: 7-domain BBR with 8 tunneled connections

routing load, i.e., clustered withing 1-2 LSA/sec across all load values. The routing load overhead for the minimum hop and minimum distance path computation
schemes are also compared in Figure 5.15. Here the plots show that the minimum
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Figure 5.10: 7-domain BBR: simple node with the three suggested routing algorithms

hop scheme gives generally lower routing overheads versus the minimum distance
scheme, averaging about 38% lower routing load. Overall, these findings can be explained by the fact that minimum distance, i.e., load balancing, computation tends
to perturb many more links in the network, thereby yielding higher routing loads.
Finally, the head-to-head performance of minimum hop, minimum distance and minimum cost path computation schemes is compared in Figure 5.16. These results show
a considerable decrease in routing load for the minimum cost scheme compared to
the minimum hop, averaging about 6% lower routing load.
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Figure 5.11: 7-domain routing load for simple node abstraction with minimum hop

Figure 5.12: 7-domain routing load for full mesh abstraction with minimum hop

5.2

Nineteen-Domain Network Topology

Next, the more elaborate nineteen-domain network is simulated and the results
presented in Figures 5.17 - 5.20. Namely, Figures 5.17 and 5.18 present inter-domain
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Figure 5.13: 7-domain routing load for simple node abstraction with minimum distance

Figure 5.14: 7-domain routing load for full mesh abstraction with minimum distance

blocking probability results for the two path computation strategies, minimum hop
and minimum distance (Section 3.4.1, Figure 3.4), for varying number of tunneled
links. Again, the goal here is to evaluate the benefits of increased inter-domain
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Figure 5.15: 7-domain routing load for 8 tunneled connections

Figure 5.16: 7-domain routing load for simple node and the three suggested routing
algorithms

grooming levels. Overall, the findings here are consistent with earlier results for
the seven-domain network which show that increasing tunneled link counts yields
notably lower blocking probabilities, e.g., the average BBR decrease ranges around
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12% averaged across all load-levels. More similar runs are also repeated for the full
mesh abstraction scheme in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. However, unlike the seven-domain
topology, the results have shown somewhat lower blocking probability reduction with
increased tunneled link counts. For example, 16 tunneled links give only a 5% lower
blocking probability rate than 4 tunneled links. This indicates that the availability
of condensed domain-level state has a beneficial impact on the blocking probability,
lowering the need for additional tunneled link state.

Next, by extracting specific information from the earlier plots in Figures 5.17 - 5.20,
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 are generated in order to study the relative performances of
the different topology abstraction schemes in this nineteen-domain topology. Specifically, Figure 5.21 compares the blocking probability for simple node and full mesh
abstractions for varying tunneled link counts and minimum hop path computation.
Similarly, Figure 5.22 repeats the above for the minimum distance path computation scheme. These figures reveal some very interesting insights. Consistently with
the previous findings, Figure 5.21 shows that the more advanced full mesh topology
abstraction scheme gives no noticeable blocking probability reduction when coupled
with the minimum hop path computation. Conversely, the results with the minimum
distance scheme, Figure 5.22, show decent gains with full mesh abstraction at higher
loads, e.g., at 96 Erlang load and 16 tunneled links, full mesh abstraction gives 6%
lower blocking probability than simple node. Finally, the head-to-head performance
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of minimum hop and minimum distance path computation is shown in Figure 5.23.
Unlike the seven-domain, the plots show that the minimum hop outperforms minimum distance for load less than 55 Erlangs, whereas the minimum distance performs
better than minimum hop for larger loads.

Figure 5.17: 19-domain BBR for simple node abstraction with minimum hop

In addition to blocking probability performance, control plane routing load overheads are also measured for the nineteen-domain network. First, Figures 5.24 and
5.25 plot the inter-domain LSA loads for the minimum hop count scheme and varying numbers of tunneled links (simple node and full mesh abstraction, respectively),
whereas Figures 5.26 and 5.27 plot the inter-domain LSA loads for the minimum distance scheme and the varying number of tunneled links. These findings are consistent
with the observations made earlier for the seven-domain topology.
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Figure 5.18: 19-domain BBR for simple node abstraction with minimum distance

Figure 5.19: 19-domain BBR for full mesh abstraction with minimum hop

Finally, the head-to-head performance of minimum hop and minimum distance
path computation schemes is also compared in Figure 5.28. Here the plots show that
the minimum hop scheme gives slightly lower routing overhead versus the minimum
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Figure 5.20: 19-domain BBR for full mesh abstraction with minimum distance

Figure 5.21: 19-domain BBR: simple node vs. full mesh abstraction with minimum
hop

distance scheme, averaging about 7% lower routing load. However, full mesh abstraction has much higher overhead values, as expected, owing to the larger domain
counts. Overall, these findings can be explained by the fact that minimum distance,
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Figure 5.22: 19-domain BBR: simple node vs. full mesh abstraction with minimum
distance

Figure 5.23: 19-domain BBR with 4 tunneled connections

i.e., load balancing, computation tends to perturb many more links in the network,
thereby yielding higher routing loads.
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Figure 5.24: 19-domain routing load for simple node abstraction with minimum hop

Figure 5.25: 19-domain routing load for full mesh abstraction with minimum hop
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Figure 5.26: 19-domain routing load for simple node abstraction with minimum
distance

Figure 5.27: 19-domain routing load for full mesh abstraction with minimum distance
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Figure 5.28: 19-domain routing load for 4 tunneled connections
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work

A wide range of networking technologies are being deployed across different longhaul and metro/regional networking domains, e.g., DWDM, SONET, IP and Ethernet. As a result of these growing deployments, there is a burgeoning need for
multi-domain/multi-layer control provisioning solutions. In particular, the key challenges here center around multi-domain/multi-layer routing, signaling, and path
computation. Along these lines, this thesis presents a comprehensive framework for
path provisioning in multi-domain/multi-layer networks. First, a hierarchical interdomain routing setup is presented using two-differnet topology abstraction schemes,
i.e., simple node and full mesh. Additionally, key provisions are added to model
tunneled connection/grooming links between multiple layers. Detailed inter-domain
routing/triggering policies and signaling procedures are then defined. The perfor-
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mance of these schemes is evaluated using discrete event simulation for different
network topologies.

6.1

Conclusion

This research has successfully developed routing and provisioning algorithms for
multi-domain/multi-layer networks. Overall, some key results and findings have
emerged from this work:

• The propagation of inter-domain tunneled link state has a strong impact on
performance, by helping lower inter-domain setup blocking probabilities. For
example, increasing the number of inter-domain tunneled propagated links from
2 to 16, causes an average drop in the inter-domain path setup blocking probability of 12% for the seven-domain network, and 10% for the nineteen-domain
network (simple node abstraction).
• The corresponding inter-domain routing loads are not greatly impacted by the
propagation of increased amount of tunneled link state. For example, increasing
the number of inter-domain tunneled propagated links from 2 to 16, causes the
average increase in the tunneled link inter-domain routing load of 90%, but still
yields an average decrease in total inter-domain routing loads of about 14%.
This is due to the fact that with more connection groomed, a small variation
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occurs at the physical/abstract available link capacity, leading to lower loading
traffic flooded at the inter-domain level.
• The propagation of inter-domain tunneled link state does not yield sizable
benefits for full mesh topology abstraction. Likely, the availability of detailed
domain-level state results in a reduced need for tunneled link state.
• For the minimum distance scheme, all tunneled link count values yield roughly
the same level of inter-domain routing load yielding a clustering for the values
across all load values.
• In general, the full mesh abstraction combined with an increase in tunneled
links and the minimum distance path computation scheme generates the lowest
BBR at the expense of an increase in the inter-domain routing load. This
general case did not apply to the seven-domain network because of the special
topology with only one “underlying” DWDM grooming domain.

6.2

Future Research Directions

This thesis studies routing, signaling and path computation in multi-domain/
multi-layer networks and presents some key findings. This work provides a strong
base from which to conduct further, more indepth studies on such networks. Foremost, the impact of different types of survivability on such networks can be studied.
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In addition, advanced link weighting techniques, that reflects multiple QoS, and path
computation strategies that leverage these techniques can be investigated. Finally,
analytically models/approximations of multi-domain/multi-layer blocking probability can also be developed.
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